A collapsed non-native RNA folding state.
At physiological Mg2+ concentrations, the catalytic core of the bI5 group I intron does not fold into its native structure. In contrast, as judged by the global size, this RNA undergoes structural collapse at Mg 2+ concentrations much lower than required to drive folding of the RNA completely to the native state. The bI5 RNA therefore exists in equilibrium between expanded and collapsed non-native states. The activation energy of RNA folding from the collapsed state to the native state is negligible and the reaction is not accelerated by the addition of urea. This collapsed state is thus distinct from the kinetic traps observed during folding of other large RNAs. The collapsed non-native state forms readily in the case of bI5 RNA and may exist generically prior to assembly of other ribonucleoprotein holoenzymes, such as the ribosome.